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Introduction
As a copywriter, you can never stop trying to find new
and better ways to make your copy stronger. Some you’ll
learn on your own, through trial and error. And some you’ll
pick up from your teachers and mentors. To get you started,
here are dozens of tried-and-true techniques and tips to
help you improve your approach and simply and easily
turn an ordinary direct-mail package into an extraordinary
sales-generating control.

The Most Important Thing
You Can Do to Make Your Copy
More Persuasive
The best sales letters use three basic techniques
developed by the master copywriters of the American
Writers & Artists Inc. (AWAI):

1.The Four-Legged Stool
To be as strong as it can be, sales copy must rest firmly
on four legs that show that the product/service
(1) has a strong and irresistible benefit,
(2) has an impressive and demonstrable track record,
(3) comes from a credible company, and
(4) has a good idea behind it.
(over, please)
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2.The Four P’s
A great sales letter should
(1) make a PROMISE,
(2) draw a PICTURE,
(3) PROVE its claims, and
(4) PUSH the prospect into a buying decision.

3.The Four U’s
Good headlines, subheads, and bullets should
(1) be USEFUL to the prospect,
(2) provide him with a sense of URGENCY,
(3) convey the idea that the main benefit of the
product/service is somehow UNIQUE, and
(4) do all these things in an ULTRA-SPECIFIC way.
These are all very useful tricks. But if you had to choose
one of them over the rest, there’s no question which one
that should be. Far and away, making the advertising copy
specific — or, to be compliant with the “Four U’s” rule
above, ultra-specific — is the most powerful way to make
it persuasive.
If, for example, someone tells you that you should sign up
for the AWAI copywriting program because it will help make
you rich, you would probably write that suggestion off as
hype — or, worse, a cliché.
Look at the difference if you are given specific details like
this, instead:
 Less than a year after completing AWAI’s program,

former bartender Justin Franklin is well on his way
to making his first $100,000 as a copywriter — and
he has six months worth of work lined up.
 Don Mahoney went from scratching for a living as a
carpenter to making more than $200,000 a year as a
copywriter.
 Paul Hollingshead was paid more than $50,000 for a
single sales letter.
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You will find that you can almost always make your copy
stronger simply by asking yourself “Can I be more specific
about this?” or “Can I give several specific examples?”
This point is very well made by Roy H. Williams in
Secret Formulas of the Wizards of Ads, a somewhat hokey
but very smart book. After telling a funny story about
convincing a cop that he wasn’t a burglar by providing the
officer with a hyper-specific explanation of why he was
walking around a retail store in the middle of the night,
Williams says, “The simple truth is that nothing sounds quite
so much like the truth as the truth, and most people seem
to know the truth when they hear it. The truth is never full
of loopholes and generalities. The truth is made of specifics
and substantiations. It’s solid. That’s why it’s easy to spot in a
world full of paper-thin lies, half-lies, and hype.”

How to Be a Better
Copywriter — FAST
If you want to be a successful copywriter, you must master
two skills: You must learn how to break complex things down
into their individual parts (what we call “the Art of Analysis”)
and you must be able to convince people to do things (which
we refer to as “the Art of Persuasion”).
Here are 10 general rules to follow for any kind of
expository writing you do, not only copywriting:
1. The headline must grab your reader’s attention.
It can do other things too — such as convey an idea
or promise or establish a mood — but it must hook
your reader’s interest.
2. The lead (the first few paragraphs, usually) must
tell your reader what’s in it for him. It usually
does this through a promise. Sometimes, the
promise is implied. Less often, it is explicit. But it
must be there. You will lose your reader if, after a
minute of reading, he is wondering, “Why am I
reading this?”
(over, please)
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3. Each piece should have one main purpose.
It should provoke a single, intended response.
That response should be an emotional one.
(“I want my reader to be angry about such and
such.” “I want my reader to understand the problem
with such and such.”)
4. Each piece should contain one main idea.
This idea must be (or seem) new and important.
And it must be simple enough to summarize in
two or three sentences.
5. Every piece should have four legs to stand on:
credibility, idea, benefit, and proof.
6. The structure of good writing is not linear, but
rhetorical. Lead with something that your reader will
care about and let that direct the flow of everything
that follows. If you stray too far from the central,
beneficial concept, you have gone too far. Delete.
7. Density is a must. The quality of good writing is
measured by the quantity of new and good ideas
or facts it contains. You don’t need to introduce a
new fact, figure, or idea with every new paragraph,
but you had better introduce one with every
other paragraph.
8. Authority is mandatory. Write only about what
you know.
9. Preparation is 80 percent of the game. When you
aren’t writing about something you know well,
research it until you feel you’re an expert.
(See Rule No. 8).
10. End at the beginning. Leave your reader satisfied.
Make sure you have fulfilled the promise you
made in the lead. Make sure all your claims have
been substantiated.
As we said, these rules apply to all the expository writing
you do — which should include your business memos, the
notes you write to your friends and family, the speeches and
sales presentations you make, and even some casual
discussions where you try to get someone to agree with you.
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Take the Time to
Double-Check Your Sales Letter
Chances are you will be able to upgrade your sales letter
significantly simply by measuring it against this 11-point
checklist. It won’t take long, yet the results could be significant.
1. Is your headline great? Eight out of 10 people read
headline copy. Fewer than two in 10 read the letter
itself. Good headlines can easily double response.
2. Every sales letter succeeds or fails on the basis of
its primary promise — the one big benefit it offers.
If you get that right, you are 80 percent home. To
come up with a killer benefit as your primary
promise, you need to spend a lot of time thinking
about your prospect’s wants, thoughts, and feelings
in relation to the product/service you are selling.
What is the core emotion/idea that will get him
really interested?
3. Make sure your letter looks like a letter — a single
column in reasonably large typewriter type with
a salutation and a signature. (Beware of artsy
designers. They just don’t get it when it comes to
sales letters.)
4. Write in the first and second person
(“I” and “you”).
5. Your tone of voice should be sincere; your
conversational style personal but polite.
6. Most of your letter should be about your reader.
Stress user benefits over product benefits.
7. Make your first paragraph very strong and very short.
8. Show, don’t tell. If you want to drive your point
home — and “home” means “to the heart” — tell a
story that illustrates it. Rather than making the
rational case — listing 22 reasons your prospect
should do as you say — tell him one or two really
compelling stories. Create a little mental movie for
him that dramatizes the most important point and
(over, please)
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you’ll have him hooked deep in the emotional tissue
of his decision-making mind.
9. Use a “false close.” When you’ve finished selling,
begin to close the letter and then begin again by
presenting another benefit. It reassures your
prospect to think that he’s getting more than what
he was prepared to pay for.
10. Keep it current. References to recent (relevant) events
remind your prospect that your letter is current.
11. Use a strong postscript. Studies show that next to
headlines, postscripts are most often read. Put
plenty of time and thought into composing a
very good one.

Strengthen Your Writing Skills
by Building Your Vocabulary
Here’s a simple little program that will give you more
verbal power: Five days a week, learn two new things. One of
those things should be a vocabulary word. The other should
be something else — pretty much anything you don’t know
but find interesting.
You might, for example, learn the meaning of “anodyne,”
“pellucid,” “garrote,” “bloodless,” and “labile.” And you might
learn something new about Galileo — that he recanted
heliocentricism during the Inquisition and was banished to a
Florentine farm for postulating it in the first place …
something about small boats (Do you know the difference
between a pulk and a yawl?) … the full story on Medusa
(Pegasus was born out of her blood) … and that Katherine
Ann Porter’s book Pale Horse, Pale Rider was written in
limpid (i.e.,
pellucid) prose.
Five Vocabulary-Building Words

to Look Up Today
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lambent
feckless
fortuitous




inchoate
enervating

It’s fun, and
you’ll feel
smarter because
of it. Here’s how
to do it:

Whenever you bump into a word you don’t really know,
jot it down. Look it up later and enter it into a little notebook.
After making that entry, consult a reference book (you should
have some in your personal library) for something that
sounds interesting. Enter that as well.
So, each day you make two entries in your notebook: one
word to build your vocabulary and one piece of information
to increase your general knowledge. Each evening, do a quick
review of the prior day’s entries. And then — most important
— promise yourself to use what you learned that day in an
upcoming memo or conversation.
Each time you use one of your entries, make a check
mark in your notebook. When you’ve used it five times, you
won’t have to review it again. It’s set for life.
This may seem a bit much — but the results are
immediate and significant. Try it.

How to Be a
Master Headline Writer
The hook you use to attract customers is, in several ways,
the most important component of your advertising strategy.
In the next five minutes, you are going to learn just about
everything you need to know to become a great headline
writer. This will also apply to envelope teasers, subheads,
classified ads, banner-ad leads, and other tricks of the trade
that copywriters use to get a prospect’s attention. Pay
attention, and you will be richly rewarded by the results
of your promotions for years to come.

Headlines and other hooks
Advertising hooks determine how many prospective
customers give your sales pitch that critical second glance.
They create a mood that makes the sale easier. And they
establish a promise on which you can build not only an
immediate sale but also a long-term business relationship.
Every direct-mail pro who has ever written on the subject
(over, please)
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has emphasized the importance of hooks and headlines.
Some, such as David Ogilvy (one of the legends of modern
advertising) and Gene Schwartz (another legendary
copywriter ), claim heads are so important that they merit
half your advertising time and attention.
It doesn’t matter whether you advertise in newspapers
and magazines, on television and radio, or via direct mail —
when it comes to starting the selling process, hooks and
headlines are critical. The right headline can double, triple,
or quadruple responsiveness. Usually, the best you can
expect to get from changing body copy is a 25 percent to
50 percent lift — and that can take days of work!
According to Nat Bodian, a prolific writer on direct
marketing, about five times as many people will read a
headline as read the body copy. If 20 percent is the average,
the range is probably 0 percent to 40 percent — plenty of
room to affect results.
The challenge is that you have only a few seconds, at best,
to make your headline work. It has an effect on your copy
that is 80 percent of the game, yet it must be done with very
few words. That’s why so many great advertisers spend so
much time getting the heads right.
There are plenty of rules about headlines. Here are a
few that make the most sense. (These rules work for both
general advertising and direct-response ads.)

A good headline should:
1. Make a promise that benefits the reader.
2. Create a sense of urgency by using “magic” words (such
as “new,” “here,” “now,” “announcing,” and “discover”).

13 “Magic” Words for Copywriters
According to MethodMarketers.com, the “13 Most
Powerful and Evocative Words in the English
Language” are: You, Money, Guarantee, Love, Results,
Proven, Safety, Free, Save, Easy, New, Health, and Discovery.
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3. Reduce buyer resistance by using two more magic
words (“free” and “guaranteed”).
4. Lead the reader into the copy. (That simply makes
sense. Advertising must be coherent.)
5. Make the reader feel as if he is being addressed
personally. (The rule is to use yet another magic
word: “you.”)

In the cyber age, a few new rules have appeared:
1. Don’t force a website visitor to go back to a lobby
after clicking to a screen. Instead, sell the benefits of
moving to the next screen by using short subheads.
2. Enhance benefit statements by using images that
suggest benefits. Instead of writing, “Click here for
fabulous profit opportunities,” shorten your
message and quicken its impact with the words
“fabulous profit opportunities” next to an icon in
the form of a dollar sign.
None of these rules contradicts a study done years ago by
Dr. Henry Durant (reported in Research in Advertising) that
identified five common types of headlines:
 that use teasers
 those that use word play
 those that “brag and boast”
 those that say little or nothing
 those that directly present benefits or news

Durant’s analysis of results showed that the ads with
direct headlines were about four times more effective than
the others. Keep that in mind the next time you want to get
clever with puns or alliteration.
David Ogilvy said, “Some copywriters write tricky
headlines, puns, literacy allusions, and other obscurities.
This is a sin! Every headline should appeal to the reader’s
self-interest. It should promise the reader a benefit.”
And advertising great Claude Hopkins had this to say:
“When you advertise … your product will interest certain
(over, please)
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